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Abstract
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is one of the most common malignant and aggressive hematologic tumors, and risk stratifica-
tion is indispensable to ensure proper treatment. But immune-related long noncoding RNAs (ir-lncRNAs) pairs prognostic 
risk models used to stratify AML have yet to be reported. In this study, we established a prognostic risk model based on eight 
ir-lncRNAs pairs using LASSO-penalized Cox regression analysis and successfully validated the model in an independent 
cohort. According to risk scores, patients were divided into a high-risk group and a low-risk group. High-risk patients pre-
sented more tumor mutation frequency and higher expression of human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-related genes and immune 
checkpoint molecules. Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) indicated that the transforming growth factors β (TGFβ) 
pathway was activated in the high-risk group; meanwhile, we found that TGFβ1 mRNA levels were significantly elevated in 
AML patients and correlated with poor prognosis, which is closely related to drug resistance. Consistently, in vitro studies 
found that exogenous TGFβ1 can protect AML cells from chemotherapy-induced apoptosis. Collectively, we developed an 
ir-lncRNA prognostic model that helps predict the prognosis of AML patients and provides valuable information about their 
response to immune checkpoint inhibitors, and we found that increased TGFβ1 levels resulting in chemoresistance may be 
one of the leading causes of treatment failure in high-risk AML patients.
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Introduction

AML, the most common type of acute leukemia in adults, is 
a genetically heterogeneous clonal hematopoietic stem cell 
malignancy. During 2015–2019, the death rate was 2.7 per 
100,000 men and women per year, and the five-year relative 
survival rate was 29.5% (The Surveillance Epidemiology 
and End Results (SEER) Program of the National Cancer 
Institute, Acute Myeloid Leukemia—Cancer Stat Facts). 
In this situation of high mortality, anthracycline- and cyta-
rabine ( Ara-C)-based regimen still represents the primary 
chemotherapy, and the leading cause of AML-related mor-
tality remains treatment failure due to refractory or relapsed 

disease [1]. Beyond molecular abnormalities and cytogenetic 
characteristics, the immune microenvironment also influ-
ences the prognosis of patients with AML [2]. Success-
ful anti-cancer immunity relies on the capacity of effector 
immune cells to recognize and attack tumor cells and to 
alert other immune cells [3]. However, AML can create an 
immunosuppressive milieu, and innate and adaptive immune 
responses are profoundly deregulated [4].

With the rapid development of whole-transcriptome 
sequencing, thousands of noncoding RNAs have been 
unveiled; among them, longer than 200 nucleotides are 
defined as lncRNAs. lncRNAs regulate fundamental cel-
lular processes, including transcription, RNA stability, and 
DNA methylation through interactions with proteins, other 
RNAs, and DNAs. Notably, lncRNAs could also regulate 
the function of the immune checkpoint [5]. Emerging evi-
dence has identified that various ir-lncRNAs have signifi-
cant associations with the cancer cell response to anti-PD-1 
immunotherapy in multiple tumors [6, 7]. Some lncRNA 
signatures have been identified in AML, and their expres-
sion was associated with the survival of patients with AML 
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[8–10]. Still, all these prognostic models were established 
based on the expression of lncRNAs, which limited the 
clinical application. Recently, a novel prognostic risk model 
based on ir-lncRNAs pairs used to stratify solid tumors has 
been reported, such as in breast cancer [11], hepatocellular 
carcinoma [12], and bladder cancer [13], but has not been 
investigated in AML.

TGFβ is a multipotent cytokine that regulates cell growth, 
differentiation, apoptosis, invasion, angiogenesis, matrix 
synthesis, immune homeostasis, and tolerance. The disor-
der in TGFβ signaling can induce inflammatory diseases and 
underlie tumor emergence. In tumor occurrence and devel-
opment, TGFβ plays a dual tumor-suppressive and tumor-
promoting role, which functions as a tumor suppressor that 
can induce apoptosis and inhibit proliferation during the 
initial carcinogenesis stages. However, it promotes tumori-
genic, pro-metastatic responses and an immune-suppressive 
environment during tumor progression [14]. Furthermore, 
growing evidence suggests that TGFβ also correlates with 
increased resistance of carcinoma cells to chemotherapy in 
hepatocellular carcinoma [15], colorectal cancer [16], and 
squamous cell carcinoma [17].

In this study, we used the BeatAML public database to 
determine major ir-lncRNAs pairs and built a new prognos-
tic model using LASSO-penalized Cox regression analysis. 
Further exploration of the correlations between clinical traits 
and identified risk groups was performed. Furthermore, we 
predicted patients in the high-risk group might profit from 
immune checkpoint treatment that could provide a reference 
to establish more rational treatment strategies. Meantime, 
GSEA was used to analyze the enriched KEGG pathway, and 
the TGFβ signaling pathway was found to increase in high-
risk patients. Then, we explored whether the TGFβ pathway 
played a critical role in maintaining the malignant phenotype 
of AML cells in vitro. We discovered that TGFβ1 mRNA 
levels were associated with a poor clinical prognosis, and 
exogenous TGFβ1 protected AML cells from chemotherapy-
induced apoptosis. These results revealed that activating the 
TGFβ pathway could predispose an adverse consequence via 
drug resistance.

Methods

Data source

The training data series was retrieved from BeatAML 
database (http:// www. vizome. org/ aml/) and consisted of 
RNA sequencing data and corresponding detailed clinical 
annotations, including diagnostic information, treatments, 
responses, and outcomes of 242 AML patients [18].

The testing dataset was downloaded from The Cancer 
Genome Atlas (TCGA) database (https:// portal. gdc. cancer. 

gov/) and consisted of transcriptional profiles, and the cor-
responding clinical and overall survival (OS) data of 173 
AML patients.

Construction of ir‑lncRNAs pairs

First, a total of 2,483 immune-related genes were col-
lected from the ImmPort Database (https:// immpo rt. niaid. 
nih. gov), then the relationship between all lncRNAs and 
immune-related genes was indicated by correlation tests, 
and the highly correlated lncRNAs were considered as ir-
lncRNAs (R > 0.5 and P value of < 0.05, Supplementary 
Table S1). Next, differential expression analysis was per-
formed and significant ir-lncRNAs were chosen with the fold 
change > 1 and FDR < 0.05. Finally, ir-lncRNAs were paired 
tautologically, if the expression of lncRNA A is higher than 
that of lncRNA B, the value is defined as 1, if not, the value 
is 0; then, the 0 or 1 matrix was established.

Establishment of a prognostic model

After combining the 0 or 1 matrix profile with the prognosis 
data, we performed univariate cox analysis and objects that 
were statistically significant (p-values < 0.05) in this uni-
variate analysis were then used for LASSO-penalized Cox 
regression analysis. As a result, a risk score model includ-
ing eight ir-lncRNA pairs was built. Then, the univariate 
and multivariate analysis was performed to demonstrate 
the independence of each ir-lncRNAs pair in this model. 
Eventually, the risk score of each patient was calculated by 
integrating the regression coefficients and ir-lncRNAs pair 
levels. The predictive capacity of risk model was validated 
by Kaplan–Meier (K–M) survival analysis using the follow-
ing R packages: “survival,” “glmnet,” “pbapply,” “survival-
ROC,” and “survminer.” Time-dependent receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) curves with AUC values were used to 
evaluate the ability of prognosis classification.

Human samples, RNA isolation and real‑time PCR 
analysis

Samples were isolated from residual bone marrow samples 
after laboratory tests of patients newly diagnosed with AML 
(n = 33) or IDA (n = 15) from April 2019 to April 2021 at the 
Second Hospital of Anhui Medical University, with no con-
genital/acquired immunodeficiency, were enrolled, accord-
ing to the Chinese guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of 
AML (2021). All human samples used were obtained under 
the approval of the Ethics Committee of the Second Hospital 
of Anhui Medical University. All patients enrolled in the 
study signed informed consent. Leucocytes were enriched 
by hemolysis of erythrocytes, and total RNA was isolated by 
Trizol extraction, followed by reverse transcription. Then, 
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the expression of TGFβ1 and TGFβ receptor 2 (TGFβR2) 
was analyzed by Applied Biosystems 7500 Real-time Pol-
ymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) (Life, Grand Island, NY, 
USA). TGFβ1 primers were as follows: 5’- CAA TTC CTG 
GCG ATA CCT CAG (sense) and 5’-GCA CAA CTC CGG 
TGA CAT CAA (anti-sense). TGFβR2 primers were as fol-
lows: 5’-TGT TGA GTC CTT CAA GCA GAC CGA  (sense) and 
5’-ACT TCT CCC ACT GCA TTA CAG CGA  (anti-sense).

Cell line and cell culture

AML cell lines KG-1a was ordered from the Shanghai cell 
bank of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and cultured in 
RPMI 1640 (Gibco) supplemented with 20% fetal bovine 
serum. Cells were maintained at 37 °C in a 5%  CO2 incuba-
tor. KG-1a was precultured with 10 ng/ml TGFβ1 (Pepro-
Tech) for 48 h and used for Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK8) 
assay (Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology, China), apopto-
sis detection (Apoptosis Detection Kit, BestBio), cell cycle 
detection (COULTER DNA PREP Reagents Kit, Beck-
man). Cell cycle phase distributions were generated by fit-
ting DNA content histograms to applicable models using 
ModFit LT software for Windows (Version 5.0). KG-1a cells 
were stained with Senescence‐associated‐β‐Galactosidase 

(SA‐β‐Gal) staining (Beyotime) according to the instruc-
tions after TGFβ1 treatment for 7 days, and cells that stained 
green‐blue were evaluated as positive senescent cells. Cell 
suspension (1 ×  105, 200 μl of serum-free medium) after 
TGFβ1 pretreatment was seeded onto 8-mm Pore Transwell 
Inserts (Corning) in 24-well plates with or without matrigel 
(BD biosciences) and photographed within 24 h.

Statistical analysis

SPSS software vision 25.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) 
and R software vision 4.2.2 (R Foundation for Statistical 
Computing, Vienna, Austria) analyzed the data in statistics. 
P values less than 0.05 were considered to be statistically 
significant.

Results

Establishing an ir‑lncRNAs pairs prognostic risk 
model for AML patients

The expression profiles of 1289 ir-lncRNAs in BeatAML 
were used for differential expression analysis (Fig. 1a). 

Fig. 1  Construction of the ir-lncRNAs pairs prognostic model. (a) 
Differentially expressed lncRNAs in AML and normal tissues. (b) 
Heatmap of differential  lncRNAs. (c) The LASSO coefficient values 
at various levels of penalty; each curve represents an ir-lncRNAs pair. 

(d) The confirmation of the best lambda value by LASSO Cox regres-
sion analysis. (e, f) Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analy-
sis of the each pairs in this model
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There were 380 differentially expressed genes in AML and 
normal tissues, of which 170 were upregulated and 210 were 
downregulated in AML(Fig. 1b). Then, we constructed a 0 
or 1 matrix to generate ir-lncRNAs pairs based on the above 
380 genes and 16,381 pairs were identified using univari-
ate analysis. Then, 1710 ir-lncRNAs pairs were verified by 
LASSO-penalized Cox regression for screening the prog-
nosis-related genes with potentiality. Figure 1c shows the 
coefficient values for each at various penalty levels as long 
as ir-lncRNAs pairs with nonzero coefficients had prognostic 
values in the LASSO-penalized regression model. Tenfold 
cross-validation obtained the maximum lambda value, and 
we selected one model which produced a group of eight 
pairs(AC93642.1|HOXA10.AS, PCED1B.AS1|AL365361.1, 
AL158210 .1 |PCAT18,  U62631 .1 |HOXA10.AS, 
AL365361.1|LINC00205, AL137779.1|AC079305.1, 
ILF3.DT|MIR222HG, AC018690.1|AC022210.1, Fig. 1d). 
Finally, the 8 ir-lncRNAs pairs selected by the LASSO-
penalized regression model were evaluated for their survival 
risk through univariate and multivariate Cox proportional 
hazard regression analyses, comprehensively investigat-
ing the relationship between the 8 ir-lncRNAs pairs and 
the prognosis of AML. The univariate analysis suggested 
that AC93642.1|HOXA10.AS, PCED1B.AS1|AL365361.1, 
and U62631.1|HOXA10.AS were protective factor (Hazard 
ratio < 1), while the other five pairs might have hazardous 
effects (Hazard ratio > 1, Fig. 1e). Similarly, we found that 
AC93642.1|HOXA10.AS, PCED1B.AS1|AL365361.1, 
AL365361.1|LINC00205, AL137779.1|AC079305.1, ILF3.
DT|MIR222HG, AC018690.1|AC022210.1 were independ-
ent prognostic factors (p < 0.05, Fig. 1f). We first identified 
the differentially expressed ir-lncRNAs between the normal 
control and AML patients in BeatAML and constructed ir-
lncRNAs pairs from these differentially expressed ir-lncR-
NAs. Then, we screened out 8 prognosis-related ir-lncRNAs 
pairs through LASSO regression analysis and evaluated the 
survival risk of these 8 ir-lncRNAs pairs through univariate 
and multivariate analysis.

Patients classified as high‑risk by the ir‑lncRNAs 
pairs prognostic risk model have a worse prognosis

First, the AUCs of the 1-year ROC curve for the ir-lncRNAs 
pairs was 0.825, and the optimal cutoff value was 2.201 
(Fig. 2a). Then, the patients from the BeatAML database 
were divided into high-risk and low-risk groups based on 
the cutoff value, and each patient's risk score and survival 
data are shown in Fig. 2b. The results confirmed that death 
was more frequently observed in the high-risk group than 
in the low-risk group. The K–M survival analysis presented 
a much worse outcome in the high-risk group than in the 
low-risk group (log-rank test, p < 0.0001, Fig. 2c). Also, the 
AUCs of a time-dependent ROC curve of 1, 2, and 3 years 

calculated by the risk score model were 0.825, 0.883, and 
0.928, respectively (Fig. 2d), suggesting that the prediction 
was highly sensitive and specific.

The testing column (TCGA database) verified the predic-
tive values of the eight ir-lncRNAs pairs risk score. Patients 
were also divided into low-risk and high-risk groups based 
on the cutoff value, and each patient's risk score and survival 
data are shown in Fig. 2e. The K–M curve promoted patients 
classified to these two level risk scores obtained a differ-
ent OS (log-rank test, p = 0.0078, Fig. 2f). The AUCs of 
1-, 2- and 3-year ROC curves were 0.657, 0.632, and 0.677 
(Fig. 2g). These results showed that the ir-lncRNAs pairs 
prognostic model might be a potential predictor to judge the 
OS of patients with AML.

Relationship between clinical factors and ir‑lncRNAs 
pairs risk model

AML is characterized by heterogeneous genetic abnormali-
ties, and the differences in the frequency distribution of 
genetic abnormalities and gender between high and low-risk 
groups were determined by Chi-squared analysis. The strip 
chart showed that the incidence of CEBPA mutation, PML-
RARα, CBFB-MYH11, and RUNX1-RUNX1T1 was higher 
in the low-risk group, and the reverse situation was observed 
for TP53 mutation (Fig. 3a). Meanwhile, we compared 
the risk score of different groups. We found that CBFB-
MYH11, PML-RARα, RUNX1-RUNX1T1 positive group, 
and CEBPA mutated group had lower risk scores than the 
fusion proteins negative group and no mutation group. Still, 
the risk score of patients with TP53 mutation was higher 
than patients without mutation (p = 0.002). In the remain-
ing groups, no difference was observed (Fig. 3b). Finally, 
the K–M survival curve for OS in different subgroups was 
performed. Since the number of positive cases in CEBPA 
mutation, TP53 mutation, PML-RARα, MLLT3-KMT2A, 
KMT2A-rearrangement, GATA2-MECOM, CBFB-MYH11, 
and RUNX1-RUNX1T1 was too small, the survival analy-
sis was not conducted. Subsequently, AML patients were 
divided into subgroups according to gender, NPM1 muta-
tion status, and FLT3-ITD mutation status, respectively, 
and KM analysis was further performed in each subset. The 
results showed that the OS of patients with high-risk was 
significantly shorter than that with low-risk regardless of the 
FLT3-ITD, NPM1 mutation status, or gender (Fig. 3c–e).

Differences in mutational profiling and immune 
landscape between high‑ and low‑risk groups

First, we analyzed the mutational profiling of the high- and 
low-risk groups in the BeatAML database using an online 
website (www. vizome. org/ aml/) (Fig. 4a–c). Figure 4a and 
b shows the spectrum of mutated genes occurring only in 

http://www.vizome.org/aml/
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the low- and high-risk groups, respectively, while Fig. 4c 
shows the mutated genes co-occurring in the high- and 
low-risk groups; 384 genes mutation occurred only in the 
low-risk group, 668 genes mutation occurred only in the 
high-risk group, and 71 genes mutation occurred in both 
groups (Fig. 4d).

Next, we compared the expression of 34 HLA-related 
genes between high- and low-risk patients and found 
that HLA-B, HLA-E, HLA-F, HLA-T, HLA-U, HLA-
DOB, HLA-DQA1, and HLA-DQB1 were significantly 
upregulated in the high-risk group (Fig. 4e). In addition, 
the expression of 37 immune checkpoint molecules was 
detected between the high-risk and low-risk groups, 14 
of which were upregulated in high-risk patients, includ-
ing CTLA-4, PDCD1, CD274, LAG3, and PDCD1LG2, 
among others (Fig. 4f). These results suggested that high-
risk patients may have better responses and better out-
comes when receiving immune checkpoint inhibitors.

Elevated mRNA levels of TGFβ1 are associated 
with poor prognosis in AML patients

GSEA was performed to compare the differences in enriched 
signaling pathways between the high- and low-risk groups, 
and the results suggested that seven signaling pathways were 
enriched in the high-risk group, including ABC transport-
ers, TGFβ signaling pathway, dorsoventral axis formation, 
ERBB signaling pathway, glycerolipid metabolism, long-
term depression, and maturity onset diabetes of the young 
(|NES|> 1, NOM p < 0.05,  Fig.  5a). High-risk patients 
usually have a poor prognosis, and the poor prognosis of 
AML is closely related to drug resistance, so we considered 
whether TGFB is related to drug resistance.

To investigate the expression of TGFβ1 and its receptor 
TGFβR2 and to examine whether their expression correlates 
with disease characteristics and clinical outcomes in adult 
patients with de novo AML, we collected 33 AML and 15 

Fig. 2  Patients classified as high-risk group in the train and test 
columns have poorer prognosis. (a) AUC of 1-year ROC curve and 
confirmation of cutoff value. (b) Dot plots comparing the outcomes 
of subjects and survival time in the high- and low-risk groups of 
BeatAML database. (c) Survival curves of two groups in BeatAML 
database were plotted using the K–M method. (d) Time-dependent 
ROC curve analysis for the prediction survival using the risk model 

in BeatAML database. (e) Dot plots comparing the outcomes of sub-
jects and survival time in the high- and low-risk groups of TCGA 
database. (f) Survival curves of two groups in TCGA database were 
plotted using the K–M method. (g) Time-dependent ROC curve anal-
ysis for the prediction survival using the risk model in TCGA data-
base
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IDA bone marrow biopsy specimens. In our study, the AML 
group showed elevated TGFβ1 mRNA levels compared to 
the IDA control group (p < 0.001); conversely, TGFβR2 
was downregulated in AML patients (p = 0.09, Fig. 5b). 
Furthermore, a simple comparison of TGFβ1 and TGFβR2 
mRNA levels between male and female patients showed no 
significant difference, neither in age nor risk stratification 
(Fig. 5c–e). Results of univariate and multivariate Cox pro-
portional hazards regression analysis of TGFβ1, TGFβR2, 
and other clinical indicators are shown in Table 1. The 
high expression of TGFβR2, TGFβ1, and low hemoglobin 
levels were considered risk factors in AML patients. Last, 
the survival curves of TGFβ1 and TGFβR2 were plotted 
using the K–M method. Patients were divided into high- 
and low-level groups according to the cutoff value based 
on ROC curves, and we found the patients in the low-level 
TGFβ1 and TGFβR2 group had a better survival prognosis 
(Fig. 5f, g). These results suggested that TGFβ expression 
was upregulated in AML patients and was associated with 
poor prognosis.

Exogenous TGFβ1 resists AML cells 
to chemotherapy.

We then performed experiments to determine whether 
exogenous TGFβ1could enhance the malignancy of AML 
cells, especially drug resistance. KG-1a cells, human leu-
kemia progenitors cell line which could respond to TGFβ1, 
were selected as a cell model for subsequent experiments. 
To determine the optimum concentration of exogenous 
TGFβ1, we set a series of concentration gradients for 48 h, 
and 10 ng/ml TGFβ1 was used for subsequent experiments 
based on the smad2 phosphorylation levels (Fig. 6a). Simul-
taneously, this kind of phosphorylation could be inhibited by 
one of small molecular TGFβR1 inhibitors named SD-208 
when the concentration was 10 uM (Fig. 6b).

We next assessed the effect of TGFβ1 on KG-1a pri-
mary biological function and found exogenous TGFβ1 
slightly suppressed the proliferation of KG-1a, and this 
inhibition was due to cell cycle arrest instead of apop-
tosis (Fig. 6c–e). Besides, the percentage of senescence 

Fig. 3  Relationship between clinical factors and ir-lncRNAs pairs 
risk model. (a) Differences  in  clinical  characteristics between high- 
and low-risk groups (Chi-squared analysis). (b) A boxplot compar-
ing the risk scores of each patient across clinical characteristics, with 
boxes showing first and third quartiles and medians (Wilcoxon test). 

(c-e) K–M survival curves showing the subgroup analyses of gender, 
NMP1 and FLT3 mutation status. KMT2A-re, KMT2A-rearrange-
ment; NPM1 + , NPM1-mutated group; NPM1-, NPM1-unmutated 
group
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cells and cells crossing a transwell membrane increased 
after TGFβ1 treatment (Fig. 6f, g). To determine whether 
TGFβ1 could protect AML cells from the pro-apoptotic 
effect of cytarabine and doxorubicin (DOX), KG-1a cells 
with or without TGFβ1 pretreatment were incubated with 
50uM Ara-C and 3uM DOX, respectively. We observed 

that the proportion of apoptotic cells was attenuated after 
TGFβ1 pretreatment; notably, this phenomenon could 
be reversed by SD-208 (Fig. 6h, i). TGFβ1 can increase 
the degree of malignancy by promoting the senescence, 
migration, invasion, and anti-apoptosis ability of KG-1a 
cells.

Fig. 4  Mutational profiling and immune landscape between high- and 
low-risk groups. (a-d) Gene mutation spectrum differences between 
high-risk and low-risk patients in the BeatAML database. (e, f) Dif-

ferential expression of HLA-related genes and immune checkpoint 
genes between high- and low-risk patients in BeatAML database
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Fig. 5  TGFβ1 mRNA levels are elevated in AML patients and asso-
ciated with poor prognosis. (a) GSEA revealed that seven signaling 
pathways were enriched in high-risk patients. (b) The relative expres-
sion of TGFβ1 and TGFβR2 mRNA in the bone marrow of patients 

with AML and IDA. (c-e) The comparison of different risk stratifi-
cation, gender, and ages, respectively. (f, g) K–M analyses of over-
all survival rates of AML patients according to TGFβ1 and TGFβR2 
expression levels
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Discussion

During the development and progression of AML, malignant 
cells evolve and may exhibit a series of mechanisms to evade 
tumor immunosurveillance and suppress anti-tumor immune 
responses [19]. The tumor microenvironment profile impacts 
the efficacy of anti-cancer therapies and has a significant 
impact on prognosis [20]. A small number of lncRNAs 
have been discovered and characterized as immune regula-
tors and reported to regulate the tumor microenvironment 
by targeting genes implicated in the function of immune 
cells [21]. Hence, we constructed an ir-lncRNAs pairs prog-
nostic model to refine risk stratification and ensure proper 
treatment. The previous prognostic model mostly used gene 
expression, which made it difficult to apply directly to clini-
cal genetic testing. Here, we used ir-lncRNAs pairs to obtain 
a relative expression value to make it possible to apply this 
model to the clinic.

The prognostic value of the ir-lncRNAs pairs risk model 
was verified in both a training set and an independent vali-
dation set, and patients were separated into low- and high-
risk groups. In this study, the highest mutation frequency 
gene only occurring in high-risk patients was TP53, which 
activated transcription of critical regulators of the hemat-
opoietic stem cell functions. Dysregulation of pathways 
downstream of mutated TP53 may mediate resistance to 
chemotherapy [22]. According to the last updated AML clas-
sification, MDS, MDS/AML, and AML with mutated TP53 
are grouped together due to their overall similar aggressive 
behavior irrespective of the blast percentage [23]. In MDS, 
the presence of multi-hit TP53 mutations corresponds to a 
highly aggressive disease with short survival, and monoal-
lelic TP53 mutations have a less adverse effect on prognosis. 
However, monoallelic mutated TP53 MDS/AML and AML 
already have a poor prognosis. Similarly, we found that the 
risk scores of patients with TP53 mutation were higher than 
those without mutation (p = 0.002). The most predomi-
nant mutation form was the missense variant, followed by 

frameshift variant, and splice variant. For those co-occurring 
genes in both high- and low-risk groups, IDH2, ASXL1, 
and RUNX1 demonstrated higher mutation frequency in 
the high-risk group, and the mutation of CEBPA, which 
portends a favorable outcome, was more prevalent in the 
low-risk group.

Multiple factors influence the immune response against 
tumors, including tumor cell intrinsic and extrinsic mecha-
nisms. Absence of antigenic proteins, absence of antigen 
presentation, genetic T cell exclusion, and insensibility to 
T cells belong to intrinsic reasons. And absence of T cells, 
inhibitory immune checkpoints, and immunosuppressive 
cells are the extrinsic mechanisms [23].

HLA is a major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 
closely related to human immune system function, which 
involves the process of T cell activation and varies signif-
icantly from person to person. Several factors may influ-
ence antigen recognition and presentation, including anti-
gen expression level, diversity, and ability. Patients with 
decreased expression of HLA-I( HLA-A, HLA-B, and 
HLA-C), HLA homozygosity and somatic loss of heterozy-
gosity (LOH), and the inability of patient-specific MHC-I 
complexes to bind and present neoantigens, have a lower 
efficiency of antigen delivery and poor survival to immune 
checkpoint blockade therapy [24]. In our research, high-risk 
patients had a higher expression of 9 HLA-related genes 
than low-risk patients, which means the former might have 
stronger and sustained antigen presentation capacity.

On the other hand, 14 checkpoint genes were upregulated 
in high-risk patients, including CTLA-4, PDCD1, CD274, 
LAG3, and PDCD1LG2. Such patients were also more likely 
to benefit from immune checkpoint inhibitors. Recent stud-
ies have reported that in NSCLCs treated with pembroli-
zumab, an antibody targeting PD-1, an elevated nonsynony-
mous mutation burden in tumors is associated with improved 
objective response, durable clinical benefit, and progression-
free survival [25]. This result suggests that a high mutation 
burden may help predict the response to immune checkpoint 

Table 1  Univariate and 
multivariate Cox regression 
analysis of clinical traits, 
TGFβ1 and GFβR2

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

HR 95%CI p HR 95%CI p

BLAST 0.994 0.966–1.022 0.664
WBC 0.986 0.962–1.010 0.243
HB 0.973 0.938–1.008 0.129 0.924 0.872–0.980 0.008*
PLT 1.006 0.990–1.023 0.438
AGE 1.018 0.981–1.056 0.334
SEX 1.532 0.133–2.139 0.374 0.239 0.044–1.291 0.096
ALB 0.912 0.771–1.080 0.286
TGFβ1 1.017 0.973–1.064 0.446 1.104 1.004–1.213 0.142*
TGFβR2 1.004 1.001–1.007 0.009* 1.005 1.003–1.009 0.033*
RISK 1.187 0.567–2.484 0.650
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therapy [26]. Interestingly, high-risk patients had more 
mutated genes than low-risk patients in our research. In com-
bination, the above results support the idea that high-risk 
patients may benefit more from immunotherapy.

In our research, GSEA suggested that seven signaling 
pathways were enriched in the high-risk group. The ABC 
transporters, ERBB signaling pathway, and glycerolipid 
metabolism are associated with drug resistance, and their 
role in AML resistance has been widely studied [27–30]. 
However, studies on the TGFβ signaling pathway in AML 
drug resistance are relatively limited. Therefore, further 
studies on this pathway may help to reveal the mechanisms 
of AML drug resistance and to develop more effective 
treatment strategies for AML. Interestingly, clinical data 
indicated that the TGFβ1 mRNA level in bone marrow of 
newly diagnosed AML was higher than in IDA patients, 
but TGFβR2 showed the opposite trend. Both TGFβ1 and 
TGFβR2 remained two significant risk factors and predicted 
worse survival. Previous studies have demonstrated that the 
inhibitory effect of TGFβ1 on the growth of human myeloid 
and lymphoid cells revealed that most TGFβ-insensitive 
AML cell lines had no detectable TGFβ receptor, while the 
rest had reduced numbers of receptors [31]. However, the 
opposite effect of TGFβ has also been reported; for exam-
ple, TGFβ derived from activated bone marrow microenvi-
ronment enhanced the aggressiveness of human MLL-AF9 
oncogene-induced AML in mouse transplantation models 
[32].

Most tumors are of a clonal origin but often exhibit het-
erogeneity in phenotypic and functional properties, includ-
ing proliferation, morphology, motility, and differentiation. 
Such heterogeneity has also been implicated in response 
to TGFβ. Although lower TGFβR2 mRNA levels in AML 
patients may be due to escaping from inhibition of TGFβ1 
[32], patients with relatively higher TGFβR2 levels acquired 
poorer OS that may attribute to stronger invasiveness and 
drug resistance ability. For example, liver cancer cells that 
survive the apoptotic effects of TGFβ undergo epithelial-
to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), making them resistant 
to cell death and prone to acquire invasive properties [33]. 
Therefore, we speculated that TGFβ-sensitive AML cells 

that can survive the inhibitory effect of TGFβ might acquire 
stronger malignancy at the expense of proliferation and 
tumor growth. In our in vitro experiments, we observed a 
slight inhibition in the proliferation of KG-1a cells but fol-
lowed enhanced resistance to Ara-C after TGFβ1 pretreat-
ment. Unfortunately, the mechanism underlying this drug 
resistance has not yet been explored further.

In summary, our research has established an ir-lncRNAs 
pairs prognostic model for AML patients and speculated 
patients in the high-risk group were more benefit from 
immune checkpoint inhibitors. We also found that the 
TGFβ pathway was enriched in high-risk patients, and AML 
cell lines got more malignancy after TGFβ1 pretreatment 
in vitro. There are, of course, shortcomings in our study. 
First, we used only public data to validate the availability, so 
this new model urgently needs to be implemented in clinical 
practice. Secondly, our study was limited to observing the 
phenomenon, and further research is needed to understand 
the mechanisms underlying drug resistance to TGFβ1.
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